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Executive Summary
Over the past century, Americans who own
property—homeowners, landlords, businesspeople
of all kinds, even nonprofit organizations such as
churches and charities—have found themselves
increasingly entangled in a web of regulatory
restrictions that have limited what they can do with
their property. Imposed in the name of an amorphous “public interest,” those restrictions have
often been unwarranted and severe, resulting in
untold personal and financial losses. By century’s
end they had led to the birth of the property rights
movement and to a call for both legislative and
judicial redress. The movement is likely only to
grow in the 21st century.
America's founding principles are grounded
in the idea of private property. It is property,
after all, that enables individuals and organizations to exercise their other rights and enjoy the
liberty that property affords. With the rise of the
regulatory state during the Progressive Era, however, those rights were increasingly compromised, especially after the Supreme Court
upheld restrictive zoning in 1926. That decision
opened the door to a host of "permitting"
regimes—federal, state, and local—the effect of
which has been to tell owners that they can use
their property only after they have been authorized to do so by government. That placed
immense and often arbitrary power in the hands
of government, leaving owners to face a long and

expensive series of procedural and substantive
hurdles before they could enjoy their property
rights. Although the Court has checked some of
those restrictions in recent years, owners still
bear the brunt of the burden of justifying their
rights.
To try to address those problems, at least 23
states have enacted laws to protect private property rights. While most require government agencies simply to “assess” whether their actions
might impinge on property rights, a few provide
for compensation to owners. At the federal level,
Congress has considered three forms of legislation: measures that would require such assessments; measures that would provide statutory
compensation for certain federal agency actions;
and measures that would remove procedural
roadblocks that frustrate efforts by owners to
challenge federal, state, and local regulations of
property. To date, however, none of those federal
efforts has succeeded.
The property rights movement needs to continue to build on its successes. To be effective, however, it must adopt a principled approach. It must
reunite America with its common law and constitutional heritage, which affirms that individuals
have rights in their property and property in their
rights. Finally, it must recognize that the ultimate
protection for private property will be found in
reducing government to its legitimate functions.
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vailed in the U.S. Supreme Court because his
intended use of the property was perfectly
legitimate—it injured no one—and because he
had been deprived of all value in the property. 2 After ruling in favor of Lucas, the
Supreme Court remanded the case to the
South Carolina courts, where Lucas was
awarded $750,000 for each lot (including
appreciation, interest, and legal costs), and
title to the lots was transferred to South
Carolina. The state’s attorney later explained
that the state had considered keeping the lots
undeveloped but decided instead to sell them
to another developer since, “with a house to
either side and in between the lots, it is reasonable and prudent to allow houses to be
built.”3 In a striking understatement, John
Echeverria, then chief counsel for the
National Audubon Society, said that the
state’s decision to sell the property for development “opens the state to charges of
hypocrisy when it is willing to have an economic burden fall on an individual but not
when the funds have to come out of an
agency’s budget.”4
Although David Lucas had his rights vindicated by the Supreme Court, Bernadine Suitum
was not so fortunate. In 1972 Mrs. Suitum and
her husband, now deceased, decided to build
their dream house. Toward that end, they purchased a lot in Nevada near the shore of Lake
Tahoe. Unfortunately, Mr. Suitum later became
ill, so construction had to be deferred because of
financial problems arising from his illness and
subsequent death. It was not until 1989, in fact,
that Mrs. Suitum was finally ready to build. At
that time, she requested permission from the
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency, which regulates land use in the area. The agency turned
down her application, but in doing so it did not
question any aspect of her building plans;
rather, it simply applied a general growth-control formula it had devised earlier that same year
and announced that her property was ineligible
for development. Having denied her right to
build, the agency then gave Mrs. Suitum allegedly valuable “transferable development rights,”
which she could try to sell to a developer in
another area. If she could find a developer who

Introduction
Property Rights and Governmental
Power: Two American Tales
The property rights movement has arisen
in response to a growing web of confiscatory
governmental regulations. Two stories will
suffice to illustrate why the movement is
needed: the first involves a developer, the second an elderly citizen who wanted to build
herself a retirement home. These stories are
unusual only because the U.S. Supreme
Court was willing to hear them. Most victims
of the modern regulatory state are not nearly
as fortunate.
David Lucas was one of a group of developers of a residential subdivision on the Isle of
Pines off the South Carolina coast. As the
project neared completion in 1986, he
bought the last two lots for his own account,
paying $475,000 for each. He planned to
build his own home on one lot and a house
for sale on the other. Residential use of the
lots was permitted under the regulations in
place at the time of his purchase. In fact,
homes stood on lots on either side of his two
lots and between them. Before Lukas began
building, however, the state enacted a new
Beachfront Management Act aimed at promoting tourism and preserving certain flora
and fauna. The effect of the act was to prohibit Lucas from all but trivial uses of his
property, rendering it worthless. In effect, the
state sought to promote its ends at David
Lucas’s expense. If the state had explicitly
condemned Lucas’s land for a public park, it
would have been obligated to pay him just
compensation under the Fifth Amendment’s
Takings Clause: “nor shall private property
be taken for public use without just compensation.” Because Lucas still retained title to
his worthless property, however, the state
refused to pay him compensation. He was the
victim of what has come to be called a regulatory taking.1
Not surprisingly, Lucas brought suit
against the state of South Carolina. Although
he lost in the state supreme court, he pre-
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wanted such rights, that would allow more
dense development of the purchasing developer’s parcel than otherwise would be permitted.
Unsatisfied with that treatment of her rights,
Mrs. Suitum spent the next eight years running
through a gauntlet of administrative hearings
and appeals, then lawsuits, to try to vindicate her
rights, all to no avail. Finally, in 1997, the U.S.
Supreme Court upheld Mrs. Suitum—not on
the merits but simply on the question of
whether she could sue in federal court before she
sold the transferable development rights.5 By
then an elderly widow in poor health and wheelchair bound, Bernadine Suitum had finally won
the right not to build but simply to continue her
decade-long quest through additional years of
litigation—even as her lot stood undeveloped,
surrounded by homes similar to the one of her
dreams. It was not until May 1999 that Mrs.
Suitum, aged 84 and legally blind, finally ended
her quest and accepted a $600,000 settlement
from the state of Nevada in exchange for her
parcel. Much of the money will go to attorneys’
fees. The planning agency is unrepentant. “It
was a legal strategy of picking the best battle to
fight,” its counsel said of the settlement. “We
have other cases that raise the same issues that
have better facts before a different judge. And we
like our chances there much better.”6

ples, cannot restore property rights. With an
eye to the first principles of the matter, therefore, this study will review the nature of the
threat to property rights in America today and
explore the need for federal and state legislation to better secure those rights and the liberty they ensure. It is crucial that the property
rights movement be grounded in moral and
legal principle, for without such a foundation,
resulting legislation could be ineffective and
even subversive.
Legislation that is essentially reactive, aspiring to remedy the narrow range of abuses that
is in the public eye at any given time, for example, is apt to be piecemeal and unduly complicated. Such legislation tends to offer little or no
protection beyond the prevention of those
abuses. Perhaps more disturbing is the possibility that unprincipled property rights “reforms”
might actually undermine property rights.
Inevitably, opportunists will invoke the need for
property rights “protection” in their quest for
special advantage. Their efforts will obscure the
meaning of “property rights.” And their successes will lead, ironically, to the expansion of
government, for the largesse they acquire for
themselves must be exacted ultimately from the
property and taxes of other citizens.
In the end, however, the need for legislative
protection of property rights results largely
from default by the judicial branch of government. The courts of justice were established,
after all, to constitute “the bulwarks of a limited Constitution against legislative encroachments,” as Alexander Hamilton put it.9 Yet,
instead of protecting the rights of the people
by ensuring that legislatures and the agencies
they authorize remain “within the limits
assigned to their authority,”1 0 the U.S.
Supreme Court has for many decades acquiesced in governmental encroachments on private property rights. While the Court has made
efforts over the past decade to correct the problem, and has done so marginally, its property
jurisprudence thus far has proven inadequate.
This study will thus explore the current effort
to find legislative relief from the Court’s failure—even though the problem may have been
originally due to 1egislatures.

The Rise of the Property Rights
Movement
Across the nation, dozens of grassroots
advocacy groups have formed in recent years
to defend private property rights from assault
by officials at all levels of government.7 Those
groups have arisen because officials have
aggressively disregarded property rights and
courts have done little to vindicate those
rights. Property rights organizations already
have achieved some success by persuading the
U.S. Congress and the legislatures of almost
every state to consider property rights legislation.8 At least 23 states have enacted some
form of protective statute.
Since the protection of property rights is a
preeminent function of government, the work
of property rights groups is of vital importance. Yet zeal alone, without guiding princi-
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Liberty and Private Property
in Our American Heritage

ing it protected, is one of the natural,
inherent, and inalienable rights of
man. Men have a sense of property:
Property is necessary to their subsistence, and correspondent to their
natural wants and desires; its security
was one of the objects, that induced
them to unite in society. No man
would become a member of a community, in which he could not enjoy
the fruits of his honest labour and
industry. The preservation of property then is a primary object of the
social compact.12

The right to own property is essential to
individual liberty and is a birthright of every
American. That truth did not emerge from the
current property rights movement. Nor are its
origins as recent as the Constitution or the
Declaration of Independence. Rather, as people
who cherish liberty have always understood,
property is a natural right of free persons. And,
when individuals enjoying such rights freely
bargain to coordinate the use or sale of their
property rights, they assert their human dignity
and enhance their mutual welfare.
Property enables people to satisfy life’s
material needs without becoming dependent
on the state. Secure property rights provide
individuals with the confidence needed to
invest their labor and capital in productive
activity today, knowing that success will benefit them and their families tomorrow. Private
property is thus the vehicle by which individual freedom and the enrichment of society are
joined in a virtuous circle to enhance the welfare of all.
Five years before the battle of Bunker Hill,
the patriot and later Supreme Court justice
James Wilson declared,

The right to own
property is essential to individual
liberty and is a
birthright of
every American.

Liberty and Property through the
Colonial Period
The development of the United States as a
republic dedicated to securing individual liberty and economic opportunity resulted largely
from its settlers’ English heritage of freedom
and easily obtainable property in land.
A Legacy of Freedom. We are reminded by
the eminent historian Henry Steele
Commager that “neither Jefferson nor the
American people invented” the principles of
the Declaration of Independence.13 The entitlement to property and liberty of which the
Founders’ generation was “so proud” was not
really new but was part and parcel of the historic “rights of Englishmen.”14 Those rights
had been “elaborated by the generation of . . .
Sidney, Milton, and above all John Locke in
seventeenth-century England.”15
Not limited to great landowners, those
“rights of Englishmen” were embodied in a
common law that exalted the right of the
most humble owner of land to exclude the
mighty. When John Adams told a jury that
“an Englishman’s dwelling House is his
Castle,”1 6 he was merely reiterating a famous
declaration by William Pitt:

All men are, by nature, equal and
free: no one has a right to any
authority over another without his
consent: all lawful government is
founded in the consent of those who
are subject to it: such consent was
given with a view to ensure and to
increase the happiness of the governed, above what they would enjoy
in an independent and unconnected
state of nature.11
Six years after the Constitution was adopted, Supreme Court justice William Paterson
commented on the connection between liberty,
government by consent, and property rights:

The poorest man may in his cottage
bid defiance to all the force of the
Crown. It may be frail—its roof may
shake—the wind may blow through
it—the storm may enter, the rain may
enter—but the King of England cannot

It is evident, that the right of acquiring and possessing property, and hav-
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enter—all his force dares not cross the
threshold of the ruined tenement!17

politics would be a “natural law.” This
was only another way of saying that
morality, religion, and politics ought
to conform to God’s will as revealed in
the essential nature of man.22

As the Glorious Revolution of 1688 had
affirmed, even the king was subject to the rule
of law. Some people had clung to the notion
that a monarch was unaccountable to his subjects and was anointed by God. Yet the writers
of the English and Scottish enlightenment had
a deeper understanding of the nature of government. They realized that government was a
compact among individuals for the preservation of their liberties. The dissemination of
those writers’ ideas was important to the success of the Glorious Revolution. The best
known of those authors to 18th-century
Americans was John Locke, whose Second
Treatise of Government declaimed, “Lives,
Liberties, and Estates, which I call by the general Name, Property.”18 Just as a free individual’s
estate is property, so too his life and liberty, or
the rightful uses of his property, are property. A
century after John Locke wrote, his point
would be restated simply by James Madison,
the principal author of the American
Constitution: “As a man is said to have a right
to his property, he may be equally said to have
a property in his rights.”19
The extent of Locke’s influence on the
Framers was shown by 20th-century historians of the revolutionary period, led by Carl
Becker20 and Louis Hartz.2 1 As Becker wrote:

The Framers’ View of Property and Liberty. A
clear example of the infusion of Locke’s ideas
into America’s founding documents can be
seen in the preamble of the Virginia
Constitution, drafted by George Mason and
unanimously adopted on June 12, 1776. It
declared, “All men are created equally free and
independent and have certain inherent and
natural rights . . . among which are the enjoyment of life and liberty, with the means of
acquiring and possessing property, and pursuing and obtaining happiness and safety.”23
Thomas Jefferson also was an avid reader of
Locke’s work; not surprisingly, therefore, the
form and phraseology of parts of the
Declaration of Independence follow closely certain sentences of the Second Treatise.2 4Although
he undoubtedly was aware of Mason’s preamble, Jefferson dropped any reference to “property” in the Declaration—writing instead of rights
to “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness”—
in part to blur the contradiction between his
own version of natural rights philosophy and
the continuation of slavery.25 People discomforted by natural property rights have argued
that the Founders intended government to
have a large role in shaping private property,26
but their views have been largely discredited.27
More generally, Pauline Maier, a leading
American historian of the revolutionary period,
recently concluded, “By the late eighteenth century, ‘Lockean’ ideas of government and revolution were accepted everywhere in America; they
seemed, in fact, a statement of principles built
into English constitutional tradition.”28
The Confluence of Free Land and Free People.
The availability of clear title to land for those
willing to work to better their lot was a powerful lure to early settlers in the American
colonies. As legal historian James Ely observes:

Locke, more perhaps than anyone else,
made it possible for the eighteenth
century to believe . . . [that] it was possible for men “to correspond with the
general harmony of Nature”; that
since man, and the mind of man, were
integral parts of the work of God, it
was possible for man, by the use of his
mind, to bring his thought and conduct . . . into a perfect harmony with
the Universal Natural Order. In the
eighteenth century . . . these truths
were widely accepted as self-evident:
that a valid morality would be a “natural morality,” a valid religion would
be a “natural religion,” a valid law of

The high value attached to landownership by the colonists is best under-
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acquisition of wealth.”31 John Adams, who as
president had appointed Marshall, declared,
“Property must be secured or liberty cannot
exist.”3 2 As even critics of the Lockean perspective have been forced to conclude, property
rights were the “great focus” of the Framers.3 3
It is significant that James Madison had a
broad view of “property.” While it would
include land, tangible personal items, and
money, he declared that property “in its larger
and juster meaning” also includes “everything
to which a man may attach a value and have a
right,” including religious liberty and personal
security.3 4 In addition to being the principal
drafter of the Constitution itself, Madison
drafted the Fifth Amendment, which includes
the Takings Clause; under that clause the federal government’s power to take private property is limited to instances in which the property is put to “public use” and the owner
receives “just compensation.”3 5
Constitutional Protections for Property. Three
distinct features of the Constitution were
intended to protect property rights. The most
important was the doctrine of enumerated
powers: while the federal government could be
energetic, the legitimate objects of its powers
would be limited to a few necessarily national
functions. The second safeguard was the system of checks and balances: among them, a separation of powers among three branches of government, including two houses of Congress,
and a division of sovereign power between the
national government and the states. The third
safeguard for property was a mixture of substantive and procedural rights that were
embodied, explicitly and implicitly, in the text
of the Constitution and the Bill of Rights.
A few of those safeguards restricted the
power of the states. For instance, the right of
all Americans to trade freely in a national
marketplace was protected by the Commerce
Clause,36 and the agreements people made
were protected from state interference by the
Contracts Clause.3 7Most protections, however, were directed against abuse by the national government. In the protection of property
rights, the Fifth Amendment’s Takings
Clause plays a pivotal role, as noted above.

stood in terms of the English experience. In England, as in Western Europe
generally, land was the principal source
of wealth and social status. Yet
landownership was tightly concentrated in relatively few hands, and most
individuals had no realistic prospect of
owning land. Moreover, in theory no
person owned land absolutely: All the
land was held under a tenurial relationship with the Crown.
Conditions in North America,
however, were radically different
from those in England, and traditional assumptions about landownership were ill suited to the colonies.
Because land was abundant, the
trading companies and proprietors
attracted settlers by granting land on
generous terms. . . . As a further
inducement, colonial governments
granted land titles in fee simple. . . .2 9
Private Property in a Growing Nation
America’s founding generation rejected the
British monarchy and formed new structures
of government. In doing so, however, the
Founders did not modify their view that the
common law was aimed at liberty and that the
new American organic law should protect liberty as well. The new Constitution, which
established the scope of legitimate political
power and its exercise, was bound by two significant limitations. The first was respect for
contract, both private and public. The second
was tradition, largely embodied in a common
law that served to identify and enforce personal rights. “[T]ogether these placed life, liberty,
and property morally beyond the caprice of
kings, lords, or popular majorities.”3 0
Chief Justice John Marshall’s respect for
property rights had its genesis in “the
Constitution’s underlying Lockean premise
that government was limited” and that ownership of property, along with life and liberty, was
an unalienable right the law was designed to
protect. “For Marshall’s generation, property
was a dynamic concept. It referred not merely to
existing possessions but also to the industrious
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But the Fifth Amendment also contains a
Due Process Clause, which states: “No person
shall . . . be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law. . . .”3 8
The concept of due process has a long history. It goes back at least as far as Magna
Carta. The phrase “due process of law” comes
from a 14th-century statute, enacted during
the reign of King Edward III, that declared,
“No man of what state or condition he be,
shall be put out of his lands or tenements . . .
without he be brought to answer by due
process of law.”3 9 The Massachusetts
Constitution of 1780 put it thus:

denials. The Fourteenth Amendment is especially important in this regard. It provides, in
relevant part,
No State shall make or enforce any law
which shall abridge the privileges or
immunities of citizens of the United
States; nor shall any State deprive any
person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any
person within its jurisdiction the equal
protection of the laws.4 5
Unfortunately, only five years after the
Fourteenth Amendment was ratified, the
Supreme Court dealt the Privileges or
Immunities Clause a grievous blow from
which it has never recovered. In the Slaughter
House Cases of 1873,4 6 by the narrowest of
margins, the Court upheld a Louisiana
statute that gave a single slaughterhouse
company a monopoly to serve all of New
Orleans, thus restricting the employment
and contract rights of all parties not part of
the monopoly. In an impassioned opinion
for the four dissenters, Justice Stephen J.
Field quoted from Corfield v. Coryell,4 7an 1823
decision by Justice Bushrod Washington
known for its exposition of the natural law.
In setting forth the authoritative interpretation of the Privileges and Immunities Clause
of Article IV of the Constitution, Washington
had deemed as “fundamental” those privileges and immunities

No subject shall be arrested, imprisoned, despoiled, or deprived of his
property, immunities, or privileges,
put out of the protection of the law,
exiled, or deprived of his life, liberty,
or estate, but by the judgment of his
peers or the law of the land.4 0
The historical record makes it clear that the
subordination of the sovereign to the rule of
law is required to protect the liberty and
property of a free people.
Since the Constitution was designed, for
the most part, to protect only against federal
deprivations of rights, it did not protect
property rights from state interference.4 1
However, the original state constitutions did
contain explicit protections for property,
consistent with the Lockean view that state
leaders shared with their national peers.4 2 By
the 1820s, guarantees of compensation for
takings had become an established part of
state constitutional law.4 3 Every state constitution contains a takings provision similar to
that of the Fifth Amendment.4 4
Notwithstanding such protections at the
state level, it became clear immediately after
the Civil War, especially with the passage by
southern states of the notorious “black
codes,” that citizens would also need federal
protection when states failed to protect
rights. Thus, the Civil War amendments were
passed and ratified, giving a measure of federal protection against state violations and

which belong of right to citizens of
all free governments, and which have
at all times been enjoyed by the citizens of the several States . . . [and]
might be all comprehended under
the following general heads: protection by the government; the enjoyment of life and liberty, with the
right to acquire and possess property
of every kind, and to pursue and
obtain happiness and safety, subject,
nevertheless, to such restraints as the
government may justly prescribe for
the general good of the whole.4 8
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Field argued that among the fundamental privileges or immunities of a citizen of
the United States was “the right to pursue a
lawful employment in a lawful manner,
without other restraint than such as equally
affects all persons.”4 9
Some 14 years after the Slaughter House
Cases were decided, the Court upheld a prohibitory ordinance in Mugler v. Kansas
(1887)5 0 that led to the closing of a brewery
without requiring a demonstration either
that the brewery caused special harm or that
less drastic means would not have served.
Given its Slaughter House holding that occupational liberty was not a federal privilege or
immunity, it is not surprising that the Court
held that Kansas could regulate alcohol as it
saw fit.5 1
The Rise and Fall of Substantive Due Process.
After the demise of the Privileges or
Immunities Clause, the Court invoked the
Fourteenth Amendment’s Due Process Clause
to try to protect individuals against state
deprivations of life, liberty, or property. That
“substantive” use of the clause did not follow
immediately, however. In fact, the clause was
used initially, in 1877, to ensure simply that
deprivations followed only after “due process,”
or procedural fairness, had been afforded.5 2 In
time, however, the Court fashioned a theory of
“substantive due process” to accomplish what
should have been accomplished under the
Privileges or Immunities Clause. Thus, in 1897
the Court noted in dicta that the deprivation
of “liberty” without due process of law could
include not only physical restraint but also the
deprivation of

And in that same year, in Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy R.R. v. Chicago,5 4 the Court held that
the Fourteenth Amendment’s Due Process
Clause “incorporated,” against the states, the
Fifth Amendment’s protections of property,
which until then had guarded only against
federal violations.
The Court’s substantive due process theory
was never well-grounded or developed, however, as its uneven applications demonstrated.
Thus, protections afforded by economic substantive due process gave way periodically, and
without clear reason, to government’s police
power—its power, ironically, to secure rights. In
1915, for instance, in Hadacheck v. Sebastian,55
the Court upheld an ordinance requiring the
closing of a brickyard that had operated for
many years, saying that it stood in the path of
urban development; the ordinance reduced the
value of the land by 87 percent, all of which the
owners lost. And, in 1926, in Village of Euclid v.
Ambler Realty Co.,56 the Court upheld comprehensive zoning, based on little more than fleeting references to fire, congestion, and disease,
matters that could have been dealt with individually on a far more limited basis.57 Needless
to say, the implications of that decision for
property rights have been far-reaching, for
Euclid paved the way for the modern land-use
regimes—federal, state, regional, and local—
that have played such havoc with the rights of
owners. To better understand those issues,
however, we need first a fuller understanding
of the idea of property rights.

A Conceptual Framework of
Property Rights

the right of the citizen to be free in the
enjoyment of all his faculties; to be free
to use them in all lawful ways; to live
and work where he will; to earn his
livelihood by any lawful calling; to pursue any livelihood or avocation; and
for that purpose to enter into all contracts which may be proper, necessary,
and essential to his carrying out to a
successful conclusion the purposes
above mentioned.53

The Nature of “Property”
Property Is a Set of Rights with Respect to Others.
Nonlawyers tend to use the word “property”
to refer to a thing one owns. Thus, in casual
conversation we say “This is mine” or “Get off
my property” or “This is an investment property.” But “property,” in the legal sense, is not
so much a thing as a relationship between
people with respect to a thing. Thus, a more
precise usage is needed to explicate or defend
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property rights. An individual stranded on an
uninhabited island, for example, enjoys many
physical things but has no “property.” It is
only when other people are present and the
threat of losing things to them arises that
property and property rights arise. Thus,
property is an understanding among people
regarding who has rights with respect to the
many things of the world.
It is helpful to remember that, in the days
of the Framers, “property” often referred to
those attributes that were “proper,” or appropriate, to one’s situation or station in life.
Thus, a “proper” attribute of a free person is
liberty; that is what John Locke meant when
he said that one has property in one’s rights.
“Property,” then, consists of rights that must
be respected by others, not just land or buildings or shares of corporate stock. As the
Supreme Court has noted:

that basic pattern unfolded. The role law
played was primarily to recognize and clarify
the rights people created in things, not to create the rights in the first instance. And that
process continues to this day, especially in the
area of intellectual property.
Consistent with this conception, the
Supreme Court has observed that property
interests are not created by the Constitution61
but are to be found in “existing rules or
understandings that stem from an independent source such as state law.”62 And the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit has explained the process as follows:
The essential character of property is
that it is made up of mutually reinforcing understandings that are sufficiently well grounded to support a
claim of entitlement. These mutually
reinforcing understandings can arise
in myriad ways. For instance, state
law may create entitlements through
express or implied agreements. . . .
[P]roperty interests also may be created or reinforced through uniform
custom and practice.6 3

The term “property” as used in the
Taking Clause includes the entire
“group of rights inhering in the citizen’s [ownership].” It is not used in
the “vulgar and untechnical sense of
the physical thing with respect to
which the citizen exercises rights recognized by law. [Instead, it] denote[s]
the group of rights inhering in the
citizen’s relation to the physical
thing, as the right to possess, use and
dispose of it.” . . . The constitutional
provision is addressed to every sort of
interest the citizen may possess.5 8

Property Rights Include Possession, Use, and
Disposition. If property rights constitute relations among people that arise through mutual recognition of claims, it remains to be seen
just what those claims and relationships are.
Here, fortunately, the law has always been
quite clear. In essence, the principal rights are
the right to exclusive possession, the right to
use and enjoy, and the right to dispose of
one’s interest through devise, sale, or gift.
Exclusive possession has always been recognized as a fundamental property right.
Blackstone referred to property as “that sole
and despotic dominion which one man
claims and exercises over the external things
of the world, in total exclusion of the right of
any other individual in the universe.”6 4 The
Supreme Court has declared that “the right to
exclude others” is “one of the most essential
sticks in the bundle of rights that are commonly characterized as property.”6 5

According to Locke, in the beginning the
world was mankind’s common heritage, but
every person owned individually his own
body and his own labor. As people applied
their labor and skill to the natural bounty, as
they “invested” themselves in things, they
made those things and the ensuing products
their own.59 Through natural recognition of
the claims that thus arose, “property” came
into being.6 0 As we know it in American society and law, then, “property” was not established and distributed through some grand
statute or scheme but rather came about as
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“Property” consists of rights that
must be respected
by others.

Beyond mere possession, however, is the
right to use one’s property, provided one
doesn’t violate the similar rights of others in
the process. The right of use is what gives
property its value, of course, even if the use
amounts to mere possession for investment
purposes. Yet, as we shall see, it is the right of
use that was most under attack in America
during the 20th century.
Finally, the right of an owner to dispose of
some or all of his ownership interests has
been championed by the common law courts
since at least the 13th century.6 6 It follows
that if an owner has the right to exclusive possession, he has the right to invite others to
share in or to assume his interest—provided,
again, that the rights of others are not violated in the process. Thus, in 1987, in Hodel v.
Irving, the Supreme Court struck down a law
that severely limited Indian inheritance rights
because it “amount[ed] to virtually the abrogation of the right to pass on a certain type of
property—the small undivided interest—to
one’s heirs. In one form or another, the right
to pass on property—to one’s family in particular—has been part of the Anglo-American
legal system since feudal times.”6 7

Since all rights
can be reduced to
property, as both
Locke and
Madison understood, property
rights are thus
fundamental.

work of property rights. For the moment,
however, it should be noted that the heavy
reliance the Supreme Court places on the
Takings Clause results from the Court’s failure to take seriously the protections for property that now will be discussed.
The Police Power and Eminent Domain. The
police power is the fundamental power of
government to secure our rights, the power to
protect members of the community against
harm from each other, as defined by our
rights against each other, or against harm
from outsiders. In an exposition familiar to
the Founders, John Locke declared that in the
state of nature every person has the
“Executive Power” to secure his own rights,
but that individuals give up that power, for
the most part, in order to obtain the superior
protection that civil society can afford. By
entering into the social compact with others,
a man surrenders his power of self-preservation, in most cases, and agrees “to be regulated by Laws made by the Society, so far forth as
the preservation of himself, and the rest of
that Society shall require. . . . ”69
The police power is legitimate, for if we
have the right to defend ourselves we have the
right to band together for our collective
defense. Thus, the state may raise an army to
protect against foreign invaders; establish a
system of police, courts, and jails to deter and
punish those who initiate violence; and institute public health measures as needed to prevent contagion. Each of those legitimate uses
of the police power flows from the principle
that government derives its powers from the
governed. Every individual has the intrinsic
right to resist invaders, criminals, and contagious disease. Thus, anyone may delegate
those rights under the social compact.
Likewise, government has a legitimate, if narrow, role in regulating land use. We say that a
landowner commits a nuisance against a
neighbor when he interferes with the neighbor’s right to use his own lands—a right
derived from the same source and having the
same dignity as the offender’s equal right. The
victim may bring a lawsuit for “private nuisance,” by which he could seek compensation

Property Is Protected by the Institutions
of a Just Government
The Declaration of Independence states
that governments are instituted among men
to secure their rights. And since all rights can
be reduced to property, as both Locke and
Madison understood, property rights are thus
fundamental. Not surprisingly, Madison
applied the Lockean insight contained in the
Declaration when he wrote: “Government is
instituted to protect property of every sort. . . .
This being the end of government, that alone
is a just government, which impartially
secures to every man, whatever is his own.”6 8
In recent years, courts and commentators
have focused on the Takings Clause of the
Fifth Amendment, which requires that government pay “just compensation” when it
takes private property for public use. I will
consider the Takings Clause more fully below,
when I consider the lack of a judicial frame-
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for past harm and an order forbidding future
harmful conduct.
Where the nuisance results in widespread
harm, however, government may seek to vindicate the rights of all of the injured through
one action for “public nuisance” or through
legislation that properly defines and prohibits nuisance. Government is thereby
asserting, not that it has an independent
right, but merely that it may protect the
aggregate rights of the numerous victims who
otherwise might be stymied by the difficulty
and expense of bringing individual lawsuits.
When thus viewed, not only is the police
power not antithetical to property rights, it is
a principal tool for their defense.
But many government acts that are rationalized as exercises of the police power are in
fact unjustified by it. The police power is not a
license, for example, for government to take
property from some for the benefit of others,
or for the purpose of adjusting or harmonizing or maximizing its own view of the “wellbeing” of society. Nor can government invoke
the police power to interfere with property
rights where the exercise of those rights has
not harmed others. Indeed, to invoke the
police power to protect “the community”
from conduct that does not violate the rights
of any of its individual members is to invest
government with “rights” not derived from its
members.7 0 Individuals would then be subject
to a government more powerful than the people had a right to make it. The evil implicit in
governmental overreaching through the
police power was recognized in Justice
Holmes’s declaration in Pennsylvania Coal Co.
v. Mahon (1922) that, “while property may be
regulated to a certain extent, if regulation goes
too far it will be recognized as a taking.”7 1
Government does have one power, however, that is not derived from the individual
rights of its citizens: the power of eminent
domain, the power to take private property
for public use upon payment of just compensation. Known in the 17th and 18th centuries
as “the despotic power,” eminent domain is
an instrumental power: in pursuit of other
ends, government takes property when neces-

sary to achieve those ends, then compensates
the owner. Thus, government may mandate
that landowners not develop the land adjoining an airport runway, or that they transfer
title to lands needed for a fort or a post office.
The legitimacy of those governmental actions
is not based on the police power, however,
since there was no wrongful conduct by the
landowners. Rather, it is based on the enumerated powers of government to facilitate
commerce, national defense, or the mails.
Similarly, governmental deprivations of
rights of possession or use in order to create
scenic vistas or wildlife habitats are predicated, not on the theory that the owner’s building plans would constitute a nuisance, but
rather on an affirmative desire by government
officials to create public goods that would
benefit society as a whole. Even if government
styles its actions as “regulatory,” such regulations are enacted under the power of eminent
domain—they “take” otherwise legitimate
uses—not under the police power. Thus, those
landowners are entitled to just compensation.
The purpose of the police power is to
secure rights by prohibiting harms. The purpose of the eminent domain power is to provide public goods by taking private property,
but only after paying the owner just compensation. In Ernst Freund’s classic words of a
century ago, “[I]t may be said that the state
takes property by eminent domain because it
is useful to the public, and under the police
power because it is harmful.”7 2
The “Public Use” Requirement. Yet if government compensates an owner after taking his
property, the action may go beyond government’s legitimate powers. That is because the
Fifth Amendment (with state law generally
corresponding) requires not only that the
lawful exercise of eminent domain be predicated upon just compensation but also that
the property be taken for “public use.” The
principle at issue seems self-evident. As the
Supreme Court stated in 1798, in Calder v.
Bull, “a law that takes property from A. and
gives it to B.” would be “contrary to the great
first principles of the social compact” and
“cannot be considered a rightful exercise of
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legislative authority.”7 3 Yet the Supreme
Court today totally misunderstands and
ignores the public use requirement, describing it as “coterminous” with the police
power.7 4 That is wrong on its face since a
legitimate exercise of the police power protects the rights of citizens and requires no
compensation.75 The purpose of the public
use requirement is to constrain government’s
eminent domain power beyond the constraint afforded by the just compensation
requirement. There are two principal reasons
why such constraint is needed. First, the exercise of eminent domain is an exercise of force
that inevitably injures affected citizens.
Second, unfettered powers of eminent
domain dangerously aggrandize the state and
those who seek to control it.
At any given time, most individuals do not
have their property up for sale at the market
price. Some derive sentimental value from
their property; others find it particularly suited to and perhaps customized for their personal or business needs; and all find relocation
a substantial burden. Thus, the difference
between the market price, which is all that government is required to pay as “just compensation,” and what the owner would require for a
true consensual sale is lost to the owner when
property is condemned through eminent
domain. As Richard Posner, chief judge of the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit,
put it: “Compensation in the constitutional
sense is . . . not full compensation. . . .”7 6Given
the loss to individual property owners that
eminent domain inevitably entails, it follows
that its use should be limited to situations in
which the public will benefit through direct
use of the rights that have been taken.
When eminent domain is restrained by the
requirement of direct public use, intrusions on
individual liberty are minimized. The condemnation of land for public highways is the classic
example. Even when the use is by government
employees only, as is that of forts and highway
maintenance equipment garages, condemnation is constrained by the need for such outposts and structures to serve valid public purposes. By contrast, when eminent domain is

limited only by the requirement that there be
some “public benefit” resulting from its exercise, the result is no constraint at all. Yet today
eminent domain is often used that loosely, to
condemn A’s title, with compensation, and
transfer title to B, on the theory that the public
will “benefit” from the transfer. Urban renewal
and the building of professional sports stadiums are just two examples. Just about every private activity using land, or labor, or some other
scarce resource could be said to “benefit” the
public in some attenuated way. By such reasoning government officials might freely
impose their own industrial policy. But
whether such transfers are instigated by individuals or businesses or by the government, the
result for liberty is the same.
In sum, respect for individual property
rights requires that government adhere to two
basic principles: that the police power be limited to securing rights and that the eminent
domain power, which requires just compensation, be limited to taking property only for
legitimate public uses.

Why Property Rights
Are Endangered
in America Today
We cannot deal effectively with the threat
to property rights unless we understand its
nature and causes. The threat cannot be
attributed simply to judicial misfeasance,
although the courts, at best, have been uncertain defenders of private property. Nor is the
threat primarily a function of overly broad
legislation or arbitrary administrative conduct, although both are widely present.
Rather, the threat to private property results
from the combined effects of (1) an inflated
view of the legitimate objects of government
and the corresponding growth of the regulatory state, (2) pervasive confusion about the
rights that individuals have retained and the
powers they have delegated to government,
and (3) a failure to distinguish the discrete
constitutional standard against which a specific act of government must be measured.
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The Growth of the Regulatory State
Early in the 20th century a broad-based
reform movement known as progressivism
argued that expert management of human
endeavors could alleviate all manner of economic and social ills. As progressivism took
hold, massive administrative regulation of
commerce, labor, housing, land use, and
much else followed in its wake.
In 1916, shortly before taking his seat on the
Supreme Court, Progressive stalwart Louis
Brandeis delivered a speech to the Chicago Bar
Association. He declared: “At first our ideal was
expressed as ‘A government of laws and not of
men.’ Then it became ‘A government of the people, by the people and for the people.’ Now it is
‘Democracy and social justice.’”7 7
That was the ethos that marked the 20th
century, right from the start. We have gone
from the rule of law, by which government is
carefully curtailed to protect our liberties, to
the nanny state, in which government subordinates property and other rights in pursuit
of “social justice” through majoritarian rule.
As one scholar recently put it:
Modern land use controls in the
United States began with the development and legal vindication of zoning in the early 1900s. Zoning was
just one product of the impulse of
the Progressives for order and predictability. The early enthusiasts for
zoning . . . were fighting a holy war
against the libertarian sins of nineteenth-century development. . . .
Control over land use would be
removed from the amoral hand of
the market and entrusted to expert
elites removed from politics and
business. . . .
. . . In part, advocates have sought
to downplay the social and political
significance of planning by arguing
that planning controls land and
other natural resources, not people.
But the value of resources lies in their
social utility, so man and land cannot
be so neatly separated.7 8

If outside “experts” and government agencies
were quick to assume that social and economic
problems involving subtle complexities and myriad tradeoffs were susceptible to solution by regulation, so were state legislatures. Today, the laws of
every state permit comprehensive regulation of
land use, most delegating regulation to municipalities. While there is much to be said for government at the local level, in land-use matters this
generally has resulted in the dominant local
group’s achieving extortionate gains at the
expense of the rest. Thus, in urban areas, rent control has favored sitting tenants over landlords. In
the suburbs, zoning has favored homeowners
over owners of yet-undeveloped land. Where
localities have been subjected to an overlay of
statewide controls, other problems have emerged.
In Vermont, town officials seeking a Wal-Mart
store for the benefit of local citizens were rebuffed
by state regulators. Washington State has
required localities to draw arbitrary lines separating lands the owners may develop from lands
they may not.
In New Jersey, an intricate formula mandating the apportionment of low-income housing
resulted in some towns having to provide for
more low-income migrants than the towns had
existing residents. At the national level, Congress
has enacted land-use laws as hazy aspirations,
the details of which the executive branch has
filled in with often ludicrous regulations. Thus,
laws protecting the “navigable waters of the
United States” have led to regulations forbidding
century-old farming practices on fields damp
two weeks per year. And endangered species laws
aimed at protecting large mammals have led to
regulations protecting habitat for kangaroo rats
at the expense of homes that burned because the
habitat could not be disturbed and to a major
dam that goes unused in order to protect a small
fish called the snail darter.
The Proliferation of Regulatory Takings
The efforts of government since the
Progressive Era to remake society by wresting
control over land from the “amoral hand of
the market” and entrusting it to “expert
elites” have led to comprehensive zoning,
restrictions on development, and the subordi-
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nation of property rights to often vague environmental concerns. There is no way to
square those results with the respect for property rights that the Framers enshrined in the
Constitution. Government has misused the
eminent domain power to take property from
some for the benefit of others. On a far vaster
scale, it has misused the police power that was
intended to protect individual rights, using it
instead to violate rights. Claiming to be acting
under that power, government regularly subordinates rights in the name of public goods
and public benefits.79
A notable example of the misuse of the
power of eminent domain was the decision of
the city of Detroit during the 1970s to condemn and level a thriving ethnic neighborhood so that the site could be transferred to
General Motors for a new Cadillac assembly
plant.8 0 While there may be “public benefits”
from such condemnations, those benefits are
incidental. They do nothing to alter the essential character of the condemnations as transfers from one private party to another.
Far more common is government’s enactment of regulations that prohibit owners
from using their property in otherwise legitimate ways but do not compensate them for
the losses they suffer. Rather than condemn
undeveloped land for a public park, taking
title, and paying the owner compensation,
government prohibits development as “harmful to the land’s natural characteristics” and
pays the owner nothing for his losses.8 1
Rather than spruce up downtown streets as
an attractive public venue, government
declares the regional shopping center the new
“public square” and commandeers its common areas for political speech by uninvited
strangers.8 2 Rather than purchase highly fractionated shares of ownership in parcels of
tribal land from their owners and combine
them to facilitate development, government
terminates the owners’ right to pass their
interests on to their heirs.83 In each of those
examples, government argued that it did not
take “the property” and did not owe just compensation. But again, “property” is not a mere
thing; rather, it is rights in a thing that may be

asserted against others. In the examples given,
the owner of undeveloped land was deprived
of the right to use it, the shopping center
owner was deprived of the right to exclude the
political speaker, and the owner of the fractional share was deprived of the right to dispose of his interest.
Each of those examples constitutes a regulatory taking. That idea is clear in Justice Holmes’s
“too far” language in Pennsylvania Coal.8 4 The
phrase was suggested even more directly in 1981
in Justice Brennan’s dissent in San Diego Gas &
Electric Company v. City of San Diego:
Police power regulations such as
zoning ordinances and other land-use
restrictions can destroy the use and
enjoyment of property in order to
promote the public good just as effectively as formal condemnation or
physical invasion of property. From
the property owner’s point of view, it
may matter little whether his land is
condemned or flooded, or whether it
is restricted by regulation to use in its
natural state, if the effect in both cases
is to deprive him of all beneficial use
of it. From the government’s point of
view, the benefits flowing to the public from preservation of open space
through regulation may be equally
great as from creating a wildlife refuge
through formal condemnation or
increasing electricity production
through a dam project that floods
private property. Appellees implicitly
posit the distinction that the government intends to take property
through condemnation or physical
invasion whereas it does not through
police power regulations. . . . But “the
Constitution measures a taking of
property not by what a State says, or
by what it intends, but by what it
does.” . . . It is only logical, then, that
government action other than acquisition of title, occupancy, or physical
invasion can be a “taking,” and therefore a de facto exercise of the power of
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eminent domain, where the effects
completely deprive the owner of all or
most of his interest in the property.85

In engaging in these essentially ad
hoc, factual inquiries, the Court’s
decisions have identified several factors that have particular significance.
[1] The economic impact of the regulation on the claimant and, particularly, [2] the extent to which the regulation has interfered with distinct
investment-backed expectations are,
of course, relevant considerations. So,
too, is [3] the character of the governmental action. A “taking” may more
readily be found when the interference with property can be characterized as a physical invasion by government than when interference arises
from some public program adjusting
the benefits and burdens of economic
life to promote the common good.8 8

The Lack of a Judicial Framework of
Property Rights
Although government officials and legislators have a proclivity to intrude on property
rights, abuses may be nipped in the bud by a
vigilant judiciary. But that requires courts to
form and act upon a sound understanding of
constitutional limits on the scope of government. Without a principled jurisprudence of
property rights, the courts cannot check the
expanding regulatory state. Unfortunately,
the current American law of property, as
crafted by the U.S. Supreme Court over the
course of the 20th century, lacks the coherent, well-grounded conceptual framework of
property rights that is the necessary prerequisite for a coherent property jurisprudence.
The following discussion illustrates some
of the Court’s categorical departures from
principle. These result in judicial opinions
that pay lip service to property rights while
protecting them only in extreme cases in
which the government has physically trespassed8 6 or, as in Lucas, has deprived the
owner of all value.
Ad Hoc Balancing. The lack of a coherent
judicial framework for property rights is conceded—indeed, celebrated—in a case that
today is the controlling precedent for most
government regulations of land use.
In Penn Central Transportation Co. v. City of
New York (1978), the Supreme Court
reviewed New York City’s decision to deny
Penn Central a permit to construct an office
building above Grand Central Terminal, a
smaller version of which had been contemplated in the building’s original plans.8 7 The
denial was based solely on the city’s landmark ordinance, and was solely for the purpose of preserving the terminal’s beaux-arts
aesthetics for public enjoyment. Justice
Brennan, reviewing the Court’s takings
cases and abjuring any “set formula” for
applying the Fifth Amendment’s Takings
Clause, declared:

Under the Penn Central ad hoc “balancing
test,” a court would presumably consider and
weigh the three factors enumerated in the preceding paragraph. Not one of those factors goes
to the principles of the matter, however.
Whether a regulation takes something belonging to the owner has nothing to do with “investment-backed expectations,” for example, but
simply with whether the now-prohibited uses
are otherwise legitimate. As Professor Richard
Epstein, a leading authority on the law of property, has noted, no judge or scholar offers “any
telling explanation of why this tantalizing
notion of expectations is preferable to the words
‘private property.’. . .”8 9Similarly, the “economic
impact of the regulation on the claimant” tells
us about the owner’s finances, not about the
owner’s rights. And the “character” of the interference test does not tell us whether the owner
had overstepped his rights, for example, by having committed a nuisance, or whether the owner
is made whole by benefiting from the imposition of the regulation on others.
In a striking understatement, the dean of
the Yale Law School recently observed that
“the act of balancing remains obscure.”
Balancing tests are “likely to be particularly
attractive to those who by virtue of their inexperience feel unable to articulate the bases of
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their judgments, or who simply lack confidence in them and are therefore afraid to
expose their own deliberations too nakedly.”90
The Court’s Penn Central formulation demonstrates his point.
In fact, the Penn Central ad hoc balancing
test has been synonymous with rubber-stamp
deferential review that hardly ever finds government to have overstepped its authority.
The Court has essentially stretched the police
power to encompass the provision of benefits
as well as the prevention of harms and in the
process has denigrated the notion that individuals have fundamental rights.
Failure to Recognize the Limited Powers of
Government. As noted earlier, the Framers
intended the new federal government to be
limited to its enumerated powers. Its primary
purpose was to ensure a federal common
market and a stronger international presence. As the Tenth Amendment clearly states,
“The powers not delegated to the United
States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by
it to the States, are reserved to the States
respectively, or to the people.” Likewise, the
states were limited by the inherent rights of
the people, notably the understanding that
individuals retained their common law property rights, by which, in John Locke’s famous
formulation, was meant their “Lives,
Liberties, and Estates.” The Constitution of
the United States provides both explicit and
implicit protection for property rights. The
constitution of every state protects private
property as well. Yet for many decades the
judicial, legislative, and executive branches of
government have not accorded private property the deference those documents and their
framers intended.
The Erosion of Fundamental Rights. The government established by the Framers was a
social compact designed to better protect
individual rights. Yet, having been entrusted
with the power to protect fundamental liberties, that government, and the Supreme
Court in particular, has sounded a weak and
vacillating trumpet. This is evidenced in
cases expounding on the most essential
property rights.

The first is the right to exclude. In 1979, in
Kaiser Aetna v. United States, then-justice
Rehnquist wrote that the owners of a private
marina in a privately owned and dredged
lagoon could exclude nonpaying boats
because the right to exclude was “fundamental.”9 1 Yet only a year later, in PruneYard
Shopping Center v. Robins (1980), he reversed
course in affirming the California Supreme
Court, which had found that a privately
owned shopping center had no right to
exclude political speakers and petitioners
from its premises. Rehnquist concluded that
the owners had “failed to demonstrate that
the ‘right to exclude others’ is so essential to
the use or economic value of their property
that the state-authorized limitation of it
amounted to a ‘taking.’”9 2
The right to exclude was at issue again in
1987, in Nollan v. California Coastal Commission,93
when the Court struck down a practice by
which the commission allowed owners to
build on their lands only if they “consented” to
permitting the public to walk along a private
beach behind their homes. Justice Scalia
declared, “We have repeatedly held that, as to
property reserved by its owner for private use,
‘the right to exclude [others is] one of the most
essential sticks in the bundle of rights that are
commonly characterized as property.’”9 4
Yet in 1995 the Court refused to review a
case in which the New Jersey Supreme Court
had declared not only that regional shopping
centers were now public forums for free expression but that all lands within the state might, in
theory, be subject to the exercise of free speech,
thus calling into serious question the rights of
owners to exclude.95
The second essential property right is that
of use. The Supreme Court has noted that
“property” includes “use.”96 In 1994, in Dolan
v. City of Tigard, it proclaimed that the
Takings Clause is not a “poor relation” but
rather is “as much a part of the Bill of Rights
as the First Amendment or Fourth
Amendment.”9 7 But the Court’s seminal
holding in Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co.
(1926) had the effect of placing the burden
on landowners to demonstrate that a zoning
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ordinance violated their rights. The Court
has yet to give restrictions on the use of property the same “strict scrutiny” accorded other
Bill of Rights protections, such as freedom of
religion9 8 and expression.99 Under that standard, agencies would have to demonstrate
that their regulations were narrowly tailored
to serve a compelling state interest. Even
interests that the Court has not regarded as
“fundamental” may still receive the benefit of
an “intermediate” level of judicial scrutiny.
Thus, agencies defending regulatory classifications based on sex100 or illegitimacyl01 must
show a close fit between the rule and its
objective. When it comes to regulations of
property, however, courts essentially look the
other way. Most regulations of property will
be judged under the very deferential Penn
Central ad hoc balancing test, which means
that the rights of use the regulations take are
effectively second-class rights or “poor relations.” In a recent decision of breathtaking
import, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit held that landowners’ use
rights are limited not only by existing laws
but also by the “regulatory climate” at the
time of purchase that should have led them
to anticipate the enactment of future laws.102
The third essential property right is the
right to dispose. The Court has vacillated on
that right too. In Andrus v. Allard (1979), the
Court upheld a prohibition on the sale of
eagle feathers that had been imposed by bird
protection laws, even though the plaintiff’s
feathers were obtained before the law went
into effect. While Justice Brennan agreed
that the prohibition was “significant,” he
continued:
But the denial of one traditional
property right does not always
amount to a taking. At least where an
owner possesses a full “bundle” of
property rights, the destruction of
one “strand” of the bundle is not a
taking, because the aggregate must
be viewed in its entirety. In this case, it
is crucial that appellees retain the
rights to possess and transport their
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property, and to donate or devise the
protected birds.103
Brennan gave no basis for concluding that
property rights are important in the aggregate but not individually. In 1987, however,
Justice O’Connor struck down a regulation
limiting the right of inheritance:
[T]he regulation here amounts to virtually the abrogation of the right to
pass on a certain type of property—
the small undivided interest—to one’s
heirs. In one form or another, the
right to pass on property—to one’s
family in particular—has been part of
the Anglo-American legal system
since feudal times.104
Her opinion barely mentioned Allard and made
no attempt to reconcile its opposite result.
Failure to Recognize the Limits of the Police
Power. If the Supreme Court has erred in consistently undervaluing the importance of fundamental individual rights, it has also erred in
the other direction in its overly expansive
understanding of the police power. In the
landmark 1926 Euclid case, the Court upheld
comprehensive zoning as a police power on
little more than a casual analogy between
apartment houses in neighborhoods of single-family homes and pigs in parlors instead
of in barnyards.105 Even if the facts in Euclid
had suggested a public health or safety problem that could not be addressed through the
common law of nuisance, a carefully drawn
opinion could still have left the burden on
government to justify how its regulations
were narrowly tailored to the specific ill.
Instead, Euclid almost completely obliterated
the common law notion that owners may use
their lands as they wish unless there is
demonstrable injury to others.
Delay as a Tool of Government. While Justice
Brennan was no friend of property rights, as
his Penn Central opinion indicates, he was no
advocate of the government runaround
either. Thus, in 1986 he observed that even in
the rare instance where a court invalidated a
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regulation under the Takings Clause, the
agency, as evidenced by its subsequent
actions, would typically not take no for an
answer. “Invalidation hardly prevents enactment of subsequent unconstitutional regulations by the government entity.” He quoted
remarks and publications by planners showing how changes in regulation could be used
to pile delay upon delay:

The lack of clear
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property rights
means that a government agency
has almost unlimited scope for
negotiation.

affects others, the groundwork for one round
of reconsideration after another is established. While owners must bear the taxes,
interest, legal fees, and other expenses of
negotiating the possible use of a presently
unproductive parcel, the officials with whom
they deal are serene in their civil service positions, and their legal advice is provided
through tax dollars.
Undue delay is almost impossible to establish as a matter of law. An egregious example
is the saga of PFZ Properties, which had
attempted for 11 years to make the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico process its
development plan for a resort hotel.
Substantial evidence was introduced in the
U.S. district court to show that the commonwealth’s failure was deliberate and malicious,
and that it had even gone so far as to remove
records from its files to hinder the developer’s
progress. Nevertheless, the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the First Circuit ruled that, even if
all of the charges of official misconduct were
true, the landowner’s constitutional rights
were not violated.1 0 7 The Supreme Court
agreed to review the case, received the litigants’ briefs, and heard oral argument.
Subsequently, however, without any explanation, the Court dismissed the action without
deciding its merits.108
Another example of government delay
coupled with bad faith is City of Monterey v. Del
Monte Dunes at Monterey, Ltd.,109 decided by the
Supreme Court in 1999. The landowner had
been trying for 17 years to obtain permission
to build homes. Even though zoning law
would have permitted more than 1,000
homes, the owner’s 1981 application was for
only 344 residences. There followed a long
history of rejections of proposals, each of
which was for fewer units than the one before.
Finally, after exacting numerous forced dedications of land and agreements not to build
on outer sections of the parcel, the city agreed
to allow 190 units to be built in the center of
the parcel. However, it then prohibited even
that development, saying that the center of
the tract contained a plant that made the site
the only natural habitat of an endangered

At the 1974 annual conference of the
National Institute of Municipal Law
Officers in California, a California
City Attorney gave fellow City
Attorneys the following advice: “IF
ALL ELSE FAILS, MERELY AMEND
THE REGULATION AND START
OVER AGAIN.”
If legal preventive maintenance does
not work, and you still receive a claim
attacking the land use regulation, or if
you try the case and lose, don’t worry
about it. All is not lost. One of the extra
“goodies” contained in [a recent
California Supreme Court case]
appears to allow the City to change the
regulation in question, even after trial
and judgment, make it more reasonable, more restrictive, or whatever, and
everybody starts over again. . . . See how
easy it is to be a City Attorney.
Sometimes you can lose the battle and
still win the war. Good luck.106
As will be discussed shortly, the Supreme
Court has used “ripeness” and associated doctrines to make it difficult for a landowner to
sue an agency that deprives him of his property rights until that agency has issued a “final
decision.” Not surprisingly, agencies are notoriously unwilling to give no for an answer. In
a vicious circle, the lack of clear legal recognition of an owner’s property rights means that
a government agency has almost unlimited
scope for negotiation. Thus, it can return an
owner’s development plan without approval
or disapproval. Instead, the agency will suggest further modifications of the plan. Since
the modification of one element of a plan
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insect known as Smith’s Blue Butterfly, even
though the butterfly was nowhere to be located at the site. The U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit held for the landowners,
quoting with approval their contention that
“the City progressively denied use of portions
of the Dunes until no part remained available
for a use inconsistent with leaving the property in its natural state.”110 The Supreme Court
affirmed, with Justice Kennedy’s opinion
apparently accepting whole the landowner’s
claim of unfair treatment. As Justice Scalia
noted at oral argument, “the landowner was
getting jerked around.”111
Judicial Resistance to Hearing Property Rights
Cases. In the landmark case of Marbury v.
Madison (1803), Chief Justice John Marshall
declared, “It is emphatically the province and
duty of the judicial department to say what
the law is.”112 Yet when it comes to property
rights, the Supreme Court has consistently
provided ways for federal judges to shirk their
duty to declare and apply the law in actual
cases. Whether out of fear of becoming
“Grand Mufti” of zoning,”1 1 3 or out of disdain for deciding the “garden-variety zoning
dispute,”1 1 4 even conservative judges, often
sympathetic to owners, seem to have a palpable dislike for property rights cases.
In fact, federal courts have been so unwilling to hear regulatory takings cases that the
probability of dismissal of their lawsuits often
is the greatest barrier between injured property owners and their receipt of just compensation. One commentator, in a scholarly study
of all takings cases litigated in federal courts
between 1983 and 1988, noted that judges
avoided the merits in over 94 percent of the
cases.115 Another study determined that in 83
percent of the takings claims raised in federal
district courts from 1990 to 1998 the court
never reached the merits, and when the court
did reach the merits it took an average of 9.6
years for the dispute to be resolved.116
The confusion in property rights jurisprudence undoubtedly is a factor in that. Were
judges to possess a coherent, well-grounded
theory of property rights, examining allegations of state overreaching would not be a

difficult matter. The Supreme Court’s vague
balancing test, however, requires that judges
juggle large quantities of information
regarding local politics, sociology, economics, and administrative custom, all to no
apparent purpose. Under such circumstances, the process quite naturally must
seem bewildering and distasteful. It is no
wonder that, in the words of one appellate
court, “The lack of uniformity among the
[federal] circuits in dealing with zoning cases
. . . is remarkable.”1 1 7
To fully appreciate how procedural impediments work, however, one must grasp one
fact above all: Whereas at one time Americans
could use their property freely, today, virtually everywhere, any change in use can come
about only after government at some level—
sometimes several levels—has given the owner
permission to make the change. The permitting process today is ubiquitous. It is a hurdle
behind which hides one horror story after
another. The story of Bernadine Suitum, discussed earlier, is a case in point.
Recall that Mrs. Suitum is the elderly
widow who became embroiled in almost a
decade of litigation after she sought to build
her dream house, only to be told by the
Supreme Court that she did in fact have a
right to sue, so she could then start her lawsuit all over again from the beginning.
Additional horror stories about procedural
delays abound. To cite but two examples:

• Paul Presault sued the state of Vermont
in October 1981 to recover possession
of a strip of his yard that had been
granted as an easement for railroad use
only. Although the railroad was long
abandoned, the state insisted that the
strip was open for public use as a recreational trail since the state had paved
over the former roadbed running
through the Presaults’ yard. The
Preseaults have been to the U.S.
Supreme Court twice and have had their
case litigated several times in the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit
and the U.S. Court of Federal Claims,
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The permitting
process today is
ubiquitous. It is a
hurdle behind
which hides one
horror story after
another.

The web of procedural barriers contrived by federal
judges makes it
almost impossible
for landowners to
obtain a hearing
in federal court.

where it now awaits additional briefs
and hearings two decades after the original suit was filed.1 1 8
• Florida Rock Industries was denied a
wetlands permit to mine limestone in
its land in southern Florida in 1980 and
brought a takings action in the predecessor of the Court of Federal Claims in
1982. It won in that court, but both
times the federal government appealed
to the Federal Circuit, which remanded.119 After a third trial on the merits,
the Court of Federal Claims again
found for the landowner with respect to
the 98 acres for which it was allowed to
apply for a permit.1 2 0 In 2000 the court
ruled that Florida Rock’s claim for takings damages for the 1,462 acres for
which it was not allowed to apply was
“ripe” for judicial review.121 However,
the court deferred review of the merits
so that the government could appeal
the court’s ripeness determination to
the Federal Circuit.

achieve an undeserved and unwarranted
result: they avoid the vast majority of takings
cases on their merits.”124 The lack of practical
recourse to the courts puts citizens at a grave
disadvantage. With little chance of being
called to account in the federal courts, states
and localities have an even greater incentive to
take private property through the subterfuge
of regulation rather than through exercise of
the power of eminent domain.
The ripeness rule is not applied to claims
that ordinances or regulations are flatly
unconstitutional on their face (i.e., under all
circumstances). Owners making such claims
will get their day in federal court—and almost
certainly will lose. Since the Supreme Court
gives government the benefit of the doubt
when the validity of a land-use regulation is
“fairly debatable,”125 and since the Court “has
been unable to develop any set formula” for
property rights cases,126 only the most egregious rule would be deemed unconstitutional
under every conceivable circumstance.
As a practical matter, then, landowners
must assert that regulations or government
Procedural Barriers in the Federal Courts. The actions violate the Takings Clause or fail to
web of procedural barriers contrived by feder- provide due process of law when applied to
al judges makes it almost impossible for their own particular situations. In legal parlandowners to obtain a hearing in federal lance, the owner brings an “as applied” chalcourt on claims that they have been deprived lenge to the regulation instead of a “facial”
of their property rights in violation of the fed- challenge. It is in such cases that the special
eral Constitution.
ripeness test wreaks its vengeance. In order to
The first major barrier is the “ripeness” establish that his fact-laden claim is “ripe” for
test. The basic principle underlying the judi- federal judicial review, an owner must often
cial ripeness rules is sound. The Supreme spend many years and sometimes hundreds
Court has said that the doctrine’s “basic of thousand of dollars working his way
rationale is to prevent the courts, through through an open-ended and often endless
avoidance of premature adjudication, from administrative maze. “Practically speaking,”
entangling themselves in abstract disagree- one authority has noted, “the universe of
ments.”1 2 2 But the standard ripeness test is plaintiffs with the financial ability to survive
not what federal courts apply in regulatory the lengthy ripening process is small.”127
takings cases. Instead, they have developed a
The principal case in which the Supreme
labyrinth-like “special ripeness doctrine Court has established its regulatory takings
applicable only to constitutional property ripeness doctrine is Williamson County Regional
rights claims.”123
Planning Commission v. Hamilton Bank. The tip of
In recent congressional testimony, noted the Williamson County iceberg128 is its “twoland-use expert Professor Daniel Mandelker prong” test requiring (1) a “final decision” by
declared that “federal judges have distorted the governmental agency on the merits and (2)
the Supreme Court’s ripeness precedents to a denial of “state compensation.”
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“premature” until the issue of compensation
was litigated in state court,1 2 9 some federal
appellate courts have accepted government
assertions that going through the state judicial process itself bars the property owner
from recourse to the federal courts.130
Although in other contexts it seems fair
that the litigation of facts, issues, or entire
cases in one court precludes their being relitigated in another, the result here is that the
landowner is barred from federal court
review of rights protected by the federal
Constitution. In 1999 the Supreme Court
was asked to review Rainey Bros. Construction
Co. v. Memphis and Shelby County Board of
Adjustment,1 3 1 a case in which a landowner
had received permission to construct multifamily housing, which it had begun, only to
have the city summarily revoke approval
without giving the owner notice or a chance
to be heard. The owner sued in state court, as
required by Williamson County. After losing
there, the owner went to federal district
court. The federal judge determined that the
state court had erroneously applied the law
and that the owner’s federal constitutional
rights under the Due Process and Takings
Clauses had been violated. Nevertheless, the
judge ruled that the prior erroneous state
decision precluded federal court review.132
The federal court of appeals affirmed in an
unpublished opinion. In an unusual move,
the petition for Supreme Court review was
filed by leading attorneys representing both
the property owner and the municipalities.
What united them was a quest for resolution
of an issue in the administration of justice
important to both sides: Is there a right to
ultimate review of regulatory takings cases in
federal court? The Supreme Court declined
to hear the case.
The second major barrier is the “Tucker Act
Shuffle,” a procedural barrier to judicial redress
when it is the federal government that takes
property. The Tucker Act133 is a broad statute
requiring those seeking nontort money damages against the United States—including those
seeking compensation for regulatory takings by
federal agencies—to file their claims in the U.S.

Until an agency issues a final decision, it cannot be sued. Thus, the property owner has to
overcome every excuse or delay that the agency
poses. One part of the final decision prong
requires the owner to apply for a “specific use”
and another requires a “meaningful” application. This means that the owner’s initial application cannot simply ask for the maximum use
permitted by law; and it also means that the
owner may have to make several applications,
each succeeding application responsive to comments in the agency’s earlier denials. Yet another part of the prong requires the owner to seek
a “variance,” that is, an administrative exception
from a rule, following a denial based on noncompliance with the rule. Nevertheless, if the
owner can prove that the agency’s mind is made
up and that it would be senseless to continue
this process, he can seek relief under a “futility
exception.” That final resort, however, is itself a
difficult hurdle.
To better appreciate what is going on in
this process, one can imagine what it would
be like if a speaker had to “clear” his remarks
before speaking. Imagine negotiating the text
with a government agency, which would be
free to come up with continual modifications
and suggestions. While years might go by
before the right to speak was formally and
finally denied, the speaker would have no
recourse to federal court, for only then would
the denial be “ripe.”
The other prong of Williamson County is
the “state compensation” requirement. It is
not enough to show that government has
“taken” a property right by finally denying a
permit. The owner must also show that government has not provided “just compensation” for that taking in order for his federal
constitutional rights to be violated. The fact
that the agency has denied that there has
been a taking and refuses to pay does not
count. The owner must seek compensation
through additional applications to state
agencies and litigation in the state courts.
Only after receiving a definitive rejection
there is he free to go to federal court.
Perversely, even though Williamson County
held that a regulatory takings claim would be
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Court of Federal Claims. Often, however, an
owner may want to keep his property rather
than sell it to the government for just compensation. If so, he will want to challenge the taking
and try to enjoin the government from taking
his property in the first place. To do that, however, he must go to the federal district court,
which, unlike the claims court, has the power to
issue injunctions forbidding the federal government to commit acts that constitute wrongful
takings. This is a trap for the unwary.
In the district court, the federal agency will
often respond that it was not intruding on the
owner’s rights out of inadvertence but was acting in a deliberate way to implement an important and necessary federal policy. Thus, it
might tell the district judge that the owner is in
the wrong court, that he should be seeking
money damages in the Court of Federal
Claims, where the case must begin all over
again. But if the owner had initially sought
damages in the Court of Federal Claims, the
government might have asserted that a suit for
modification of its activities affecting the land
was the owner’s proper recourse. Should the
court agree, it would dismiss the suit and force
the owner to begin anew in the district court.
By the time the owner could do this, however,
the statute of limitations on the filing of an
action might make it too late to assert his
claim. And if the owner were inclined to undertake the wasteful process of suing in both the
claims and district courts at the same time,
such a dual filing is precluded by law.134 As
commentators have noted, “This ‘Tucker Act
shuffle’ is more than a procedural annoyance
which may result in the dismissal of an otherwise meritorious case, for it places a premium
upon the drafting of sharp pleadings and the
gerrymandering of opinions to avoid the jurisdictional dividing line.”135
The State Courts. The courts of every state are
free to interpret the provisions of their own constitutions so as to provide more protection for
the property rights of their citizens than the
U.S. Supreme Court has provided under the
federal Constitution. For the most part, however, state courts have been quiescent. The courts
of Illinois, Pennsylvania, and a few other states
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have respected private property more than the
norm. The courts of California and New Jersey
have been disdainful of property rights.136 In
general, it is fair to say that state courts have not
been at the forefront of preserving the property
rights of citizens.

Property Rights Abuses and
Citizen Concern
Abuses Continue
Given the many hurdles that owners today
face in protecting their property rights, it is
hardly surprising that abuses of those rights
continue. Building moratoria prevent citizens
from constructing homes or businesses on
their property. Park regulations impose draconian curbs on lands not even inside park
boundaries, to say nothing of curbs on private
holdings within the boundaries. Wetlands regulations prohibit the use of lands that are
moist only a few weeks each year. Affluent
weekenders launch movements to prevent the
construction of Wal-Mart and other “big box”
stores where less wealthy locals could shop.
And across the country today, “no-growth”
advocates are bringing about restrictions on
land use that amount, in effect, to the socialization of property rights. In recent years,
numerous published accounts of such regulatory takings have contributed to the growth of
the property rights movement and have led to
calls for legislative reform.137
Canards That Mislead the Public
One reason opponents of property rights
have been successful in misleading the public
is their effective repetition of falsehoods. It is
crucial, therefore, to set the record straight
on such canards.
If Property Rights Were Unfettered, Pollution
Would Become Endemic. Nothing could be further
from the truth. It is not the intent of the property rights movement to obtain additional
“rights” for property owners—the goal is enforcement of rights owners already have under the
common law and the U.S. Constitution. There is
no right to pollute. As Justice Scalia carefully

noted in Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Council,
landowners are not exempt from actions by
“adjacent landowners . . . under the State’s law of
private nuisance, or by the State under its complementary power to abate nuisances. . . .”138
Indeed, it is in the name of property rights—the
property rights of others—that owners are prohibited from polluting. And it is a mark of the
confusion sown by much of the modern environmental movement that such a canard could
be believed.
If Property Rights Were Unfettered, All
Government Actions Restricting Them Would
Trigger Massive Raids on the Public Treasury. Not
all regulations of property trigger the obligation to compensate owners. As just noted,
properly drawn nuisance restrictions do not
take rights. And even when legitimate uses
are restricted, not every such restriction
requires compensation. 139 If a regulation
imposes broad and general burdens on all
individuals in the community, while providing similar, offsetting benefits, it secures an
“average reciprocity of advantage,” as Justice
Holmes put it.140 Many regulations are of this
type. Their cost is compensated by the benefit that each person derives from the imposition of the regulation on others.
But when regulations do reduce value by
prohibiting otherwise legitimate uses, without
providing the owner with equal offsetting benefits, government should be required to compensate the owner for the loss he suffers. Does
that amount to “a raid on the public treasury”? Hardly. It amounts simply to making
the public pay for the good the restriction is
designed to bring about. If the public wants
that good—greenspace, wildlife habitat, a viewshed—it should have to pay for it. The public
should not expect the individual owner to bear
all the costs of its appetite for public goods. If
there is any “raid on the public treasury,” that
means simply that the public is demanding
many such goods—perhaps more than some
members of the public want to pay for. But
that is a political question, not a legal question. From a legal perspective, the public, just
like any private citizen, should have to pay for
what it wants.

As a practical matter, moreover, making
the public pay for what it wants imposes fiscal discipline on public officials. The
Supreme Court has said that “the Fifth
Amendment’s guarantee that private property shall not be taken for a public use without
just compensation was designed to bar
Government from forcing some people alone
to bear public burdens which, in all fairness
and justice, should be borne by the public as
a whole.”141 The unfairness of imposing inordinate burdens on the few is compounded by
the fact that in a democracy the few will be
outvoted and the majority inevitably will be
tempted to impose burdens upon them in
lieu of financing government through
taxes.142 Without the requirement to compensate owners, officials are tempted to confiscate property rights rather than raise taxes
to pay for public goods, thus risking the
wrath of the voters. With a requirement to
compensate in place, however, officials will
be encouraged to think twice before they regulate. They will be required to recognize that
there are no “free” public goods.
If Property Rights Were Unfettered, Owners
Would Misuse Their Lands. That canard contains vast ungrounded assumptions about
the meaning of “misuse.” And it often entails
the simplistic idea that people own things
alone, not rights pertaining to things, which
others must respect. As discussed earlier,
property owners own not only land but the
right to possess and exclude others, the right
of use, and the right to dispose of what they
own. The claim that owners with such rights
would “misuse” their property is implicit in
the fol1owing:
Where the private autonomy of ownership would clash with the greater
public good, that is where the private
rights in property come to an end
and the social obligation of property
begins. Were it not for this public
interest boundary on private property rights, the laws created to protect
property could become powerful
instruments to defeat public welfare.
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A government empowered to act
only in the public interest never
could have constitutionally conferred such an extensive measure of
property ownership.1 4 3

Obviously, every
change to undeveloped land
“upsets the natural environment.”
Under the court’s
broad holding,
therefore, every
use is a misuse.

The claim that a person “misuses” his own
rights is itself a tacit admission that he is not
violating the rights of others.
If a Government Action Reduces the Value of
Property by More Than X Percent, the Owner Is
Entitled to Compensation. That canard is sometimes heard not from opponents but from
allies of the property rights movement. In
fact, it has been incorporated into property
rights legislation, as will be noted below. But
just as people are not entitled to be made
whole from losses caused by the vicissitudes
of life by nonnegligent tort defendants, so too
they are not entitled to be made whole from
losses caused by reductions in the value of
their assets by government defendants who
have taken nothing they own free and clear.
This applies to oyster propagators who want
protection from changes in water salinity levels,149 to utility companies that want to be
protected from losses due to the termination
of their monopoly status through deregulation of their industries,1 5 0 and to others
whose cases are grounded essentially in value
changes brought about by government acts
that are not takings.
“Property” does not equate to “value.”
While the loss of property usually results in
the loss of value, the loss of value is not necessarily a result of the loss of property. As
Justice Robert Jackson noted, “[N]ot all economic interests are ‘property rights’; only
those economic advantages are ‘rights’ which
have the law back of them. . . .”151 The ownership of a motel on the old main road might
have been very valuable before the new road
was built. We could say loosely, but mistakenly, that the government “deprived” the
owner of value by building a nearby interstate
highway. Yet “the state owes no person a duty
to send traffic past his door.”152 Furthermore,
individuals may benefit from governmental
largesse, but unless law, contract, or custom
makes those benefits irrevocable, government may withdraw them without payment
of compensation.153 Here, as elsewhere, a
clear understanding of property rights begins
with a clear understanding of just what is,
and is not, owned.

The premises of that argument are (1) that
property rights are derived from government
instead of from moral right, individual labor,
and consensual trade;144 (2) that democratic
government can formulate a popular mandate regarding “the good”;1 4 5 and (3) that
enlightened policymakers and technical innovations can command good results.146
An extravagant application of that view
can be seen in the Wisconsin Supreme
Court’s holding in Just v. Marinette County. In
that case the court upheld an extensive wetland regulation as
a restriction on the use of a citizen’s
property, not to secure a benefit for
the public, but to prevent a harm
from the change in the natural character of the citizen’s property. An
owner of land has no absolute and
unlimited right to change the essential natural character of his land so as
to use it for a purpose for which it
was unsuited in its natural state and
which injures the rights of others.147
Unfortunately, the court never did specify the
“injuries” it mentions. The premise of Just was
not nuisance as the common law knows it,
since the “harm” in Just’s conduct is never
defined beyond the general assertion that
“upsetting the natural environment” damages the general public. The opinion simply is
a paean to the importance of wetlands, juxtaposing “despoliation of natural resources”
with “an owner’s asserted right to use his
property as he wishes.1 4 8 Obviously, every
change to undeveloped land “upsets the natural environment.” Under the court’s broad
holding, therefore, every use is a misuse. The
implication seems to be that individuals can
own the land, but all uses must be by permission of the state—to guard against “misuse.”
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A Principled Approach to
Property Rights Restoration

ten judicial success. Thus, protective legislation may encourage judges to reconsider
holdings subordinating property rights to
political ends. In a word, the property rights
movement needs to work in both venues.

The existence today of a vibrant property
rights movement is cause for both celebration
and concern. That so many individuals are
moved to speak up for liberty and for limited
government as ordained by the Framers is a
tribute to the vibrancy of freedom. At the
same time, many individuals have joined the
movement because they, their families, or
their neighbors have been the victims of
abuse, which testifies to the need for vigilance.
As noted earlier, following the Supreme
Court’s 1926 Euclid decision, legislatures in
every state authorized comprehensive local zoning measures, and most cities adopted zoning
and planning ordinances. In the words of Yale
law professor Carol Rose, we went from a situation in which people said “anything goes”
regarding land use to one in which they say
“‘anything goes’ for the regulation of private
land uses. . . . [L]and use regulators became
accustomed to believing that they were entitled
to regulate anything that they pleased under
the auspices of Euclidean zoning. . . .”154 But
while pre-Euclid land use was limited by the
common law, post-Euclid regulation was all but
unlimited, giving regulators and land-use planners all but untrammeled power.
Given that state legislatures and Congress
have imposed or authorized land-use restrictions, it may seem paradoxical that citizens
now turn to them for relief from government
abuses. Yet most of the abuses have come at
the hands of local governments and federal
agencies, so property rights advocates have
increasingly sought aid in the statehouses
and in Congress. Almost all states have considered protective legislation, and at least 23
have passed some type of statute. The U.S.
House of Representatives passed substantial
property rights bills in 1995 and 1997, but
companion bills never were brought to a final
vote in the Senate.
Although property rights legislation is
important, it should augment litigation, not
replace it. Since judges are not insensitive to
changing mores, legislative success may has-

Supreme Court Reform Has Been Slow
and Uncertain
As discussed earlier, the Supreme Court’s
Penn Central ad hoc balancing test is both nebulous and extremely deferential to government.155 While a few more-recent opinions
have upheld property rights, they are not
solidly rooted in principle. Thus, they sound
an uncertain trumpet. We saw earlier, for
example, that Lucas applies only when an
owner is deprived of all economically viable
use. Given that most regulatory restrictions
leave owners with at least a modicum of use, it
is difficult to see how Lucas will be of much
practical effect. Of broader import, perhaps, is
Nollan v. California Coastal Commission (1987),
in which the Court invalidated an agency
decision because there was no “nexus”
between the decision and the act under which
it was promulgated. Likewise, Dolan v. City of
Tigard (1994) placed the burden on the agency
to establish a “rough proportionality”
between restrictions imposed on the owner
and public burdens allegedly created by development of the owner’s property.156 The efficacy of the Nollan-Dolan rule will be determined
by how assiduously courts enforce it.
In his Dolan opinion, Chief Justice
Rehnquist noted the deference given to state
and local land-use planners in the Court’s
earlier cases. He then drew a curious distinction between those cases, which he termed
“essentially legislative determinations”
involving comprehensive zoning, and the
“adjudicative decision” to condition the
Dolans’ building permit on an exaction.157
However, as Justice Thomas recently
observed, “The distinction between sweeping
legislative takings and particularized administrative takings appears to be a distinction
without a constitutional difference.”158
Rehnquist’s suggestion that a local legislative
body is somehow less bound by police power
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limits than is an inspector it employs demonstrates once again the lack of a principled
basis for property rights jurisprudence.
The Supreme Court’s 1999 decision in City
of Monterey v. Del Monte Dunes at Monterey, Ltd.
was the first in which the Court upheld an
award of damages for a regulatory taking. The
Court also held that a jury trial for takings
damages was permissible and that government
arguments that courts have no business “second-guessing” local land-use regulations have
no constitutional support. On the other hand,
the case rose through the federal judicial system only because, at the time the taking
occurred, California had no state provision for
paying temporary takings damages. (During
the course of litigation the state purchased the
land, thus terminating the period for which
damages were sought.) Now every state allows
for temporary takings compensation (at least
in theory). The case provides no assurance that
federal courts will hear takings cases or that
state courts will have to permit jury trials.
Furthermore, it contains troubling dicta (comments not necessary to decide the case and
therefore not binding in subsequent cases) that
might be construed as limiting the requirement that government demonstrate a “rough
proportionality” between harms and corrective
requirements in cases involving government
demands for forced dedication of property in
exchange for development permits.1 5 9 While
critics of property rights have made too much
of those dicta,160 the fact remains that the
Court is hesitating in developing a coherent
property rights jurisprudence.
In the only property rights case decided
during its 1999–2000 term, Olech v. Village of
Willowbrook,161 the Court found that a local
government deprived a landowner of equal
protection of the laws. The village had vindictively refused a water hookup and then
demanded an easement of twice the normal
width because the landowner had earlier
sued for an injury on village property. While
it is fortunate that Mrs. Olech could prove
actual malice, the need for her to prove that
she was treated differently from others highlights the lack of a coherent basis upon

which a court might have protected her property rights in and of themselves.
State Protective Legislation
Given their limited success in the courts,
owners have turned increasingly to the legislative branch, especially at the state level.
Each of the 23 state property rights protection statutes1 6 2 enacted thus far differs from
the others in important details. 163 However,
they may be categorized roughly into “takings impact assessment statutes” and “compensation statutes.”1 6 4 Also, all of the
statutes operate prospectively only, so they
do not pertain to present regulations or past
actions. The following discussion compares
the two general types of statutes enacted and
notes some of the more important state provisions. It then looks briefly at Oregon’s new
Initiative Measure 7, adopted by the voters in
the November 2000 election.
Takings Impact Assessment Statutes. Takings
impact assessment (TIA) statutes require
agency reviews to ensure that agency rules or
actions do not constitute uncompensated
takings. They define a “taking” using current
U.S. Supreme Court rulings. Thus, most regulatory takings are excluded from the outset.
TIA statutes might be inspired by the
assessment mechanism in the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA),165
which imposes broad planning and assessment
requirements on federal agencies. More likely,
however, state statutes have been inspired by
the Reagan administration’s Executive Order
12,630, Governmental Actions and Interference
with Constitutionally Protected Property
Rights.166 That executive order required that
federal agencies evaluate their prospective
actions in light of guidelines promulgated by
the attorney general based on current Supreme
Court jurisprudence. While the sufficiency of
the assessment under NEPA has determined
the outcome in numerous cases, Executive
Order 12,630 precluded citizen enforcement
and generally has been disregarded by federal
officials, especially during the Clinton administration.167 Almost all state assessment statutes
have been enacted during the past few years.
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effective only if citizens are given standing
to contest decisions made on insufficient
assessments, as they are under NEPA.
Compensation Statutes. Compensation
statutes are intended to provide relief to
landowners who have suffered regulatory
takings. They rightly preclude compensation
where the proscribed use constituted a common law nuisance, but otherwise they seek to
make owners whole when regulations reduce
the value of their property by prohibiting
otherwise legitimate uses in order to provide
the public with various goods.
Five states have enacted compensation
statutes. Arizona has enacted an administrative appeals process that is limited to the
removal or modification of exactions
imposed by a city or county in connection
with the granting of a permit.1 6 8 Mississippi
requires that just compensation be paid for
regulation of agricultural and forest land
causing a 40 percent diminution in value.169
The similar law in Louisiana is triggered by a
20 percent diminution.170 Both statutes refer
to the “affected” land or “part” of land. The
two state laws having the greatest potential
for property rights protection are those of
Texas and Florida. Both are too new, however, for a meaningful assessment of their costs
or benefits.
The 1995 Texas Private Real Property
Rights Preservation Act171 provides that an
owner may sue for takings damages when an
act of the state or a political subdivision
results in at least a 25 percent diminution in
the value of real property.1 7 2 However, the
provision is hedged with broadly defined
exceptions for actions to regulate floodplain
development, to carry out federal mandates,
and the like. In what might be the only
reported case to date, a municipal utility district prevailed because the court determined
that the standby fee it levied against undeveloped property came under the exception
for localities acting responsibly to fulfill
state mandates.1 7 3
Florida’s Bert J. Harris, Jr., Private Property
Rights Protection Act174 is the most innovative
of the state property rights statutes.

Some TIA statutes are fairly perfunctory.
Indiana and Delaware, for instance, require
simply that the state attorney general decide
if agency rules are in compliance; as a practical matter, that leads to blanket certification.
Idaho, Michigan, and Tennessee require only
that agencies make informal determinations
about the constitutionality of their actions in
accordance with standards promulgated by
the attorney general.
The statutes that are apt to prove more
efficacious require agencies to prepare formal, written analyses that must include
assessments of alternative actions that might
have less impact on property rights. The
states with such statutes include Kansas,
Louisiana, Montana, North Dakota, Texas,
Utah, and West Virginia. Some of those states
require an estimate of the cost of compensation and specification of the source of payment (Louisiana, Montana, North Dakota,
West Virginia). Some require that the assessment contain an affirmative justification for
the restriction (Kansas, Utah, West Virginia,
Louisiana, North Dakota).
The scope of such regulations also varies
widely. A few states limit the assessment
process to select state agencies (West Virginia,
Michigan). About half of the states with TIA
statutes impose their requirements on all
state agencies, but not political subdivisions.
Four states include both state agencies and
all or most local governments (Washington,
Idaho, Texas, Louisiana).
Three states preclude judicial review of the
assessments (Idaho, Kansas, Washington).
Two states require limited judicial review
(Delaware, to ensure that the attorney general has reviewed the rule in question, and
Texas, for voiding the action, but only if no
assessment has been prepared). Other states
have no explicit rule.
TIA statutes are broadly beneficial in
the sense that they force agencies and
attorneys general to give at least some
thought to property rights and the takings issue. It is unrealistic to think that
agencies will zealously police themselves,
however, and TIA statutes are apt to be
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Compensation is triggered not by a set percentage of loss—25 percent of the value of the property, for example—but by the imposition of an
“inordinate burden.”175

Compensation
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regulatory takings.

The Legislature recognizes that some
laws, regulations, and ordinances of
the state and political entities in the
state, as applied, may inordinately
burden, restrict, or limit private property rights without amounting to a
taking under the State Constitution
or the United States Constitution.
The Legislature determines that there
is an important state interest in protecting the interests of private property owners from such inordinate
burdens. Therefore, it is the intent of
the Legislature that, as a separate and
distinct cause of action from the law of takings, the Legislature herein provides
for relief, or payment of compensation, when a new law, rule, regulation,
or ordinance of the state or a political
entity in the state, as applied, unfairly
affects real property.179

The terms “inordinate burden” or
“inordinately burdened” mean that
an action of one or more governmental entities has directly restricted
or limited the use of real property
such that the property owner is permanently unable to attain the reasonable, investment-backed expectation for the existing use of the real
property or a vested right to a specific use of the real property with
respect to the real property as a
whole, or that the property owner is
left with existing or vested uses that
are unreasonable such that the property owner bears permanently a disproportionate share of a burden
imposed for the good of the public,
which in fairness should be borne by
the public at large. The terms “inordinate burden” or “inordinately burdened” do not include temporary
impacts to real property; impacts to
real property occasioned by governmental abatement, prohibition, prevention, or remediation of a public
nuisance at common law or a noxious use of private property; or
impacts to real property caused by
an action of a governmental entity
taken to grant relief to a property
owner under this section.1 7 6

The Florida statute also contains innovative and potentially important procedural
reforms. The first is its careful provision for
the award of damages. The trial court is
charged with ascertaining whether the
owner had a property right that was inordinately burdened. If so, it is to ascertain the
percentage of compensation due from each
governmental entity involved, if there is
more than one. 180 At that point, a jury is
empanelled to determine the amount of
compensation owed.1 8 1
Perhaps most important, the Florida act
develops an innovative mandate that requires
an agency to issue “a written ripeness decision identifying the allowable uses to which
the subject property may be put.” That decision “constitutes the last prerequisite to judicial review.”182 The act has been the subject of
substantial scholarly commentary.1 8 3A number of cases are pending under the act.184
Oregon’s Initiative Measure 7, possibly
the most important new state measure protecting private property rights, was adopted
by the voters of Oregon in November 2000.
By approving Initiative Measure 7, they
amended the state constitution to provide:

This provision tracks, in part, the
Supreme Court’s case law, particularly the
“investment-backed expectations” language
of Penn Central.177 However, the “disproportionate share of a burden imposed for the
good of the public” language is new. While its
rhetoric tracks the previously quoted “fairness and justice” language of Armstrong v.
United States,1 7 8 the language of the Florida
act seems to go beyond mere “aspiration” by
establishing real legal rights:
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If the state, a political subdivision of
the state, or a local government passes
or enforces a regulation that restricts
the use of private real property, and the
restriction has the effect of reducing
the value of a property upon which the
restriction is imposed; the property
owner shall be paid just compensation
equal to the reduction in the fair market value of the property.185

favor of a finding that just compensation is required under this section.190
In other words, government would not have to
compensate for loss in value resulting from the
prohibition of nuisance, as narrowly construed. Since “nuisance” refers to activities that
unreasonably deprive other landowners of use
rights in their property, the ability to commit a
nuisance is not really a property right at all. The
message for government is clear: regulations
that protect the property of others do not give
rise to liability; other regulations generally will
require compensation. The measure requires
that government pay for diminution of the
value of land caused by regulations that extend
beyond traditional nuisance law.
Measure 7 was to be effective on December
7, 2000, but an Oregon circuit court judge has
issued an injunction blocking it from coming
into effect as a result of a suit filed by the
League of Oregon Cities and others. The
judge asserted that the measure violates constitutional provisions requiring initiative
measures to be on a single subject and be fully
explained to voters.

Measure 7 defines “real property” broadly,
so as to include structures and crops. It also
comprehensively defines “reduction in fair
market value” as
the difference in the fair market value
of the property before and after application of the regulation, and shall
include the net cost to the landowner
of an affirmative obligation to protect,
provide, or preserve wildlife habitat,
natural areas, wetlands, ecosystems,
scenery, open space, historical, archaeological or cultural resources, or low
income housing.186

The Need for Congressional Action
Congress certainly has the power to legislate against the abuse of private property by
the federal government or by state and local
programs employing federal funds. Before
considering that type of legislation, however,
it is important to note that Congress also has
the power to enact legislation enforcing the
obligation of states to respect the federal constitutional rights of property owners.
Federal Legislation to Protect Private Property
from State and Local Abuses. The Fourteenth
Amendment to the Constitution authorizes
Congress to legislate against certain abuses
by state or local governments. Section 5
declares that “Congress shall have power to
enforce by appropriate legislation,” the
amendment’s provisions. Section 1 provides:

There are several limitations on the duty to
pay compensation. One is for regulations
imposed, “to the minimum extent required,”
to “implement a requirement of federal
law.”187 Another is for regulations discontinued within 90 days after a claim for compensation is filed.1 8 8 A third limitation excludes
regulations imposed prior to the current
owner’s purchase of the real property.189 This
is less justifiable than the others, since it nullifies the previous owner’s right to transfer his
compensation claim.
The fourth limitation, which is at the
heart of the measure, states that
adoption or enforcement of historically and commonly recognized nuisance laws shall not be deemed to
have caused a reduction in the value
of a property. The phrase “historically
and commonly recognized nuisance
laws” shall be narrowly construed in

No State shall make or enforce any law
which shall abridge the privileges or
immunities of citizens of the United
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as there has been of property rights. Also,
there is no tension in the property rights area
similar to that produced by the conflicting
tugs of the Establishment and Free Exercise
Clauses of the First Amendment. On the
other hand, congressional action requiring
the states to be more respectful of property
rights would implicate an extensive array of
state activities and, to that extent, would raise
issues of federalism similar to those that concerned the Court in Flores.
The most direct way for Congress to ensure
increased federal protection for private property is for it to enact legislation requiring that
federal courts review on the merits claims that
state and local land-use actions violate property owners’ rights under the U.S. Constitution
or statutes. Federal district judges often have
abstained from deciding such suits, either
because the resolution of state law by state
courts could eliminate what otherwise would
be a difficult federal question195 or because the
cases touch upon complex state regulatory
schemes concerning important matters of
state policy better addressed by state courts.196
The Senate Judiciary Committee’s Citizens’
Access to Justice Act of 1998 would have
required federal district courts to forgo
abstention and decide many more takings
cases on the merits.
Federal Legislation to Protect Private Property
from Federal Abuses. Congress has unquestioned authority, and a significant opportunity, to protect property rights from abuse by
federal agencies. It can enact both substantive and procedural reforms.
During the 104th Congress (1995–96) each
house considered comprehensive property
rights legislation designed to provide compensation to owners affected by federal actions not
amounting to “takings” under current Supreme
Court jurisprudence. The House passed H.R.
925, the Private Property Protection Act of 1995.
The Senate Judiciary Committee reported out S.
605, the Omnibus Property Rights Act of 1995,
which was not acted on by the full Senate.
The House bill provided, “The Federal
Government shall compensate an owner of
property whose use of any portion of that

There are several obstacles to Congress’s
using section 5 to protect private property.
One is the Supreme Court’s gutting of the
Privileges or Immunities Clause in the
Slaughter House Cases, which makes that guarantee of liberty practically unavailable.
Another is the Court’s current view that
deprivations of property rights implicate the
Takings Clause, which is applied against the
states through the Fourteenth Amendment.
The Supreme Court has held that the rules
governing compensation under the incorporated Takings Clause are different from the
rules that would apply if the Fourteenth
Amendment were directly invoked under the
doctrine of substantive due process.1 9 1 The
result is that property owners have no redress
for deprivations that do not result in monetary loss. A good illustration is the problem
of legal clients whose small deposits of funds
with their lawyers must by law be kept in special trust accounts, the interest on which benefits legal services programs. The Supreme
Court has held that those funds remain the
clients “property.”192 On remand, however,
the district court said that the legal client was
entitled to no relief. Since under applicable
banking laws he could derive no financial
benefit from the interest, he suffered no
harm when his funds were used for legal services programs against his will.1 9 3
Finally, the Court has been wary of congressional attempts to use section 5 in
instances in which Congress is arguably augmenting the Fourteenth Amendment rather
than merely enforcing it. The Court has
recently invalidated a congressional attempt
to use section 5 to regulate state conduct
through the Religious Freedom Restoration
Act. In City of Boerne v. Flores, the Court held
that Congress’s power to enforce the
Fourteenth Amendment does not permit it to
augment the amendment.194 It might be that
Flores is inapposite since in that case there was
no long history of abuse of religious freedom,
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property has been limited by an agency
action, under a specified regulatory law, that
diminishes the fair market value of that portion by 20 percent or more.” “Property” is
defined to include only land and water rights.
The specified laws covered only three federal
activities: (1) wetlands regulations under the
Clean Water Act and the Food Security Act of
1985, (2) habitat restrictions under the
Endangered Species Act, and (3) various
restrictions on rights to use or receive water.
The bill excluded from the compensation
requirement agency actions dealing with hazards to public health or safety and agency
actions for navigation servitudes, “except to
the extent such servitude is interpreted to
apply to wetlands.”
The bill exemplified both the intent of the
House to apply remedies to areas in which
there have been substantial abuses and the
tendency of legislation not scrupulously tied
to clear principle to go astray. The principal
defect of the bill is apparent from its statement of general policy: “It is the policy of the
Federal Government that no law or agency
action should limit the use of privately owned
property so as to diminish its value.” The
bill’s application provision reflects that goal:
“Each Federal agency, officer, and employee
should exercise Federal authority to ensure
that agency action will not limit the use of
privately owned property so as to diminish its
value.”1 9 7 Clearly, nuisance limitations may
diminish value, but they are perfectly legitimate. In general, government should be protecting property rights, not property values.
More narrowly, the bill contained no definition of “affected property” (i.e., “that portion”
of the land for which diminution in value
would be compensated). Thus, an owner who
suffered a small overall loss as a result of
some regulation could claim that one small
portion of his property was affected by a large
amount, which would put him over the 20
percent threshold. Those and other details
were not well thought out in the bill.
The Senate bill contained provisions that
would require takings impact assessments by
federal agencies and would provide compen-

sation if the federal regulatory action
reduced the fair market value of the “property or the affected portion of the property” by
33 percent or more. While S. 605 had a 33
percent threshold for compensation as
opposed to the 20 percent requirement of
H.R. 925, the Senate bill was not limited to a
few federal programs. Neither the House nor
the Senate bill established principles for measuring the physical area of the property
“affected” or the analytical nature of the
property rights lost.
The principal property rights bills in the
House in the 105th Congress (1997–98) were
H.R. 992, the Tucker Act Shuffle Relief Act of
1997, and H.R. 1534, the Private Property
Rights Implementation Act of 1997. In the
Senate those were combined as S. 2271, the
Citizens’ Access to Justice Act of 1998. That
bill was brought to the Senate floor by the
Judiciary Committee but failed to obtain the
necessary 60 votes to end a filibuster against it.
The Senate bill would have ended the
“Tucker Act Shuffle” by giving both the U.S.
Court of Federal Claims and U.S. district
courts jurisdiction to hear “all claims relating
to property rights in complaints against the
Federal Government.” It also would have
eliminated the provision precluding the
Court of Federal Claims from entertaining a
suit that is also pending in another court. In
addition, the bill provided that a case would
be ripe for federal court review as soon as a
federal agency denied one meaningful application, the owner sought an administrative
waiver or appeal, and the waiver or appeal
was denied. All appeals from the district
court or the Court of Federal Claims would
be heard by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit. A landowner prevailing in
court could be awarded attorneys’ fees. In
addition to those modifications relating to
federal agency actions, the Senate bill would
have sharply curtailed the ability of district
judges to abstain from deciding challenges to
state and local land-use regulations brought
solely under federal law. Such a challenge
could take the form of a claim that a state or
locality deprived the landowner of rights
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secured by a federal statute or by the
Constitution, including the Takings Clause
of the Fifth Amendment.198
The 106th Congress (1999–2000) was
devoid of any serious push for property rights
legislation. Among the more notable bills introduced were the Regulatory Improvement Act of
1999 (S. 746) and a bill introduced by Sen. Ben
Nighthorse Campbell (R-Colo.) (S. 1202) that
would mandate a warrant or owner consent
before an inspection of land could be carried
out to enforce any law administered by the secretary of the Department of the Interior. The
Campbell bill did not move from committee.
The Regulatory Improvement Act, introduced by Sen. Carl Levin (D-Mich.) and
cosponsored by a broadly bipartisan group of
20 members, would have subjected all “major
rules” (i.e., those costing over $100 million
each year or having other adverse material consequences) to a substantial cost/benefit analysis.
The bill was reported out of the Committee on
Governmental Affairs but saw no further
action. The House of Representatives passed the
Property Rights Implementation Act of 2000
(H.R. 2372) on March 16, 2000. The bill was
similar to H.R. 1534, which passed the House
during the 105th Congress, as noted above.
However, as in the previous Congress, its
Senate companion, the Citizens’ Access to
Justice Act of 1999, died in the Senate
Judiciary Committee.

of others to do the same. The U.S. Congress
could achieve similar reforms by enacting
similar legislation and by limiting its programs to those necessary and proper to the
powers enumerated for the federal government.1 9 9 Without such a principled solution,
only partial and improvised remedies are
available. The removal of the ripeness and
jurisdictional barriers to prompt and comprehensive determinations of individual
rights is clearly important as well.
The adoption of the Florida Harris Act’s
“inordinate burden” standard by Congress
and state legislatures also would help, as
would the wider adoption of a recent Arizona
provision for the appointment of an
“ombudsman for private property rights” to
advance the interests of property owners in
proceedings involving governmental action.200
The enthusiastic and informed actions of
the private property rights movement are
essential to conforming state and federal law
to the principles of individual rights so
important to the Framers.
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